
ADD A BRIGHT 
POP OF COLOUR

WEAR A BELT

NECKLACE

TRICKS TO ELEVATE
 A SIMPLE OUTFIT

Add a touch of metallic detail to your plain white 
tee. This one that I̓ve chosen is a sparkly golden 
choker made out of crystals. It is 39cm max total 
length with a Lobster clasp fastening. It is very 
dainty and lightweight with each stone being a 
2mm square. Despite its size, it will definitely make 
a difference in your outfit. You can get a necklace 
lilike this in almost any accessory store due to its 
simplicity - I personally got it as a gift from my mom 
who was the person that first showed me how to 
wear and style jewellery. Dainty jewellery is an easy 
way to add polish and make an outfit look instantly 
more put together. 

A head to toe black-and-white combo is one of the most classic 
minimalist ensembles, but there̓s nothing like a pop of colour to help 
your monochromatic outfit stand out. A bright piece of clothing that 
vibrantly stands out against the rest of your ensemble. For example, 
this neon orange beanie. Beanies are a timeless, lifesaver headpieces 
when it gets really cold. This specific beanie is from the brand 
Beechfield which I got on Amazon for $3 - It̓s affordable, comfortable, 
and made out of soand made out of soft-touch acrylic so it feels very smooth on the skin. 
This beanie is a perfect addition to a minimal look and could be the 
centre-piece of any outfit.

Since adding a few statement belts into my wardrobe, I've found it makes a huge difference in making my outfit feel 
more put together. It helps clothes look more tailored and blend separate pieces together while adding texture to even 
the simplest outfit. My most worn belt is this smooth transparent belt with a silver heart buckle. The See-through 
material makes it easy for me to pair it with anything. This type of garment became popular after Chanel and Celine 
incorporated transparent bags, hats and shoes collections. This material is very durable and flexible at the same time. 
It is It is 36 inches in full length with the height being 4cm, it has 6 holes in it and I got it at a store called Brandy Melville. 


